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A stunning and entirely unique engagement party by Majeda 
Kassir Bisharat of MY Event Design was a joyful celebration of 

young, exuberant love.
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Dance 
with XOXO
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The dancefloor was bedecked with hearts and an XOXO pattern

Long central tables were laid with a mix of pink and white flowers 

THEME
Majeda Kassir Bisharat and the team at MY 
Event Design pulled out all the stops for 
the engagement celebrations of Maryam 
Bisharat and ibrahim salloum, constructing 
a purpose-built structure out of clear lexan 
polycarbonate upon the family’s tennis 
courts. 

the evening was above all a celebration of 
young love, in all its fun, bold flirtatiousness. 
the fuchsia-dominated colour scheme was 
complemented by a number of recurring 
motifs, including hearts, XoXo – hugs and 
kisses à la Gossip Girl – and a quirky sketch 
of the happy couple themselves. 
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Whimsical cakes were iced in shades of pink and white 

Thousands of candles and mandalas of mokara orchids lined the entryway 

DECORATION
guests entered the pavilion through a 
30-metre long entryway, the sides of 
which were made of wire mesh that had 
been hung with thousands of twinkling 
tealight candles and large round 
mandalas of fuchsia mokara orchids. 
the mirrored walls played with the 
reflections of these tiny flames, making 
them appear innumerable and unending. 
this pleasing illusion was accentuated 
by a black-and-white diamond-tiled 
floor, the reflections of which also 
seemed to stretch off to infinity.

Bringing guests back to earth before 
they got completely lost in optical 
illusions was a dessert table of truly epic 
proportions: 16 metres long, and piled 
with a veritable cornucopia of treats to 
tempt even the most restrained types. 
tall black vases of stargazer lilies lived 
up their name, reaching up to almost 
touch the crystal chandeliers that hung 
overhead. Cakes ranged in size from 
tiny, bite-sized morsels to multi-tiered 
wonders, all in a tasteful colour scheme 
of antique white with accents of gold 
and pink. toppings such as candy floss, 
edible flowers, gold leaf and phrases like 
“bride to be” added a sense of fun – as 
did macaron towers, mini doughnuts 
shaped like wedding rings and myriad 
other delights. 
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One wall was covered in childlike drawings taken from the bride-to-be’s dress

❝      thE BriDE-to-BE’s DrEss FroM DolCE & gABBAnA’s ViVa La 
MaMMa CollECtion wAs rEFErEnCED BY An EntirE wAll thAt 

CAPErED with MAtChing nAïvE DrAwings❞
those who made it past this table of 
temptations found themselves astonished 
all over again by the ballroom itself. the 
bride-to-be’s dress was a white silk number 
from Dolce & gabbana’s 2015 Viva La 
Mamma collection that was covered in 
child-like figures and phrases in italian such 
as “Mamma sei nel mio cuore” – “Mama, 
you are in my heart.” this was referenced 
by a display covering an entire wall that 
capered with matching naïve drawings. the 
other walls remained uncovered in order 
to reflect the lights and create interesting 
patterns. 

the whole floor was constructed from 
classic white wood, save for the dance 
floor, which was covered with clear plastic, 
printed with an XoXo pattern and accented 
with large red hearts. Beside the dance floor 
a stage had been built for the evening’s 
entertainment. this was backed by a large 
lED screen that projected still and moving 
images of fireworks, drawings from the 
dress and images of the happy couple. two 
glass bars wrapped the bar, allowing guests 
to enjoy an up-close view of the stage while 
waiting for their drinks. 

The tempting dessert table was situated in the entryway
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The custom-made plates were printed either with a red heart or an illustration of the couple

Long tables lined with flowers and candlesRound tables had mirrored centrepiecesTall sallix willow branches and orchids

❝      tAll tABlEs wErE DECorAtED with long 
BrAnChEs oF sAlliX willow, CYClAMEn AnD orChiDs 

in viviD FuChsiA❞



tall tables were arrayed around the outside 
of the room, decorated with long branches 
of sallix willow alongside cyclamen and 
different types of orchid, all in vivid fuchsia. 
lower tables occupied the centre of the 
hall, the mirrored surface of which elegantly 
reflected the large chandeliers that hung 

overhead. Arrangements of assorted pink 
and white flowers in small test tubes ran the 
length of the tables, punctuated by larger 
vases of ivory roses. A few round tables 
at the edge of the room were topped with 
more orchids, waxed flowers and rosebuds 
in round, mirrored vessels. 

All the plates were custom-made, printed 
either with a large red heart to match the 
dance floor, or an illustration of the couple 
that was also made into a fun temporary 
tattoo for guests to wear or take home. 
Each place setting was topped with a single 
phalaenopsis bloom.
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Crystal chandeliers were reflected in the mirrored tabletops

A phalaenopsis bloom topped each plate An illustration of the happy couple


